
Sun Peaks 2 Tour- January 15 – 20, 2017 

By Susan Robblee, Tour Host 

     As usual, the beginning of this Sun Peaks Ski Tour bus trip seemed a little surreal as 54 

excited bus riders waited for the Brewster bus in a secluded part of the dark, cold Mill Woods 

Golf Course parking lot as early as 6 am on a Sunday morning. But, with the expert help of our 

driver and experienced club members, the bus was quickly packed, we were away on time and 

many could go back to sleep until the sun came up 2 hours later.   

     At the welcome dinner that night we were joined by another 23 tour participants who had not 

travelled on the bus. The noise level in the Cahilty Creek Bar and Grill, filled almost to capacity, 

swelled as the tired travelers were revived by `comfort food’ and beverages. Participants 

reconnected with old friends, met new ones, and made ski plans for the next day. We were 

pleased to introduce 11 new members that first night. Wednesday night’s dinner in the Cahilty 

Creek was equally as boisterous, as happy skiers shared their triumphs and challenges on the 

slopes. We were well treated by the Cahilty staff both nights with good food and service.  

     This tour was blessed with moderate weather and good snow conditions. A small amount of 

new snow each night made for great ski conditions. It was even better later in the week when the 

sun shone, making the resort seem even more beautiful. With 11 lifts and 122 runs, Sun Peaks is 

the second largest ski resort in British Columbia. Our group members, with a wide range of 

abilities and run preferences, made full use of all the lifts and most runs. Many of our members 

chose to ski with the ski guides, “Sun Hosts”, who led ski tours morning and afternoon. Another 

feature of the resort, enjoyed by several of our members, was the opportunity to ski most days 

with Olympic gold medalist Senator Nancy Greene Raine, long-time Director of Skiing.  

     Tour hosts Brian Craig and Susan Robblee thank our very hard working tour coordinators Ian 

Kupchenko, Bernice Gordeyko and Gaye Carter for the amazing pre-tour work they did and their 

ongoing support, which helped to make this tour such a success. The lodge, caterer and on hill 

staff were also great to work with.  We would particularly like to thank the Coast Sun Dance 

Lodge staffer, Robyn Warrener, who stepped up to assist us in ways that were above and beyond 

what could be expected.  Most of all we want to thank everyone who came on the trip for their 

enthusiasm, humor and all round agreeable natures in making a problem free trip. 


